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Are we living the end 
of hardcopies for 
Documents?

 Paper has been the king of documents for more than 
3000 years.

 All legal, historic and family documents were executed 
and stored using some form of paper.

 The first revolution was the Gutenberg mobile type 
printing press.

 The next revolutions were photography, motion 
pictures, telegraph, telephone, teletypewriters, copier 
machines and fax machines.

 The Internet (fast, secured?, instantaneous) changed 
the way that we communicate, do business and 
entertain ourselves in a very permanent and dynamic 
process.

 Smartphones accelerate the internet process, changing 
the way we interact with the world.

 And now ….. 

the next revolution is dealing with

a digital world – and Blockchain



FIRST, what is a 
“Blockchain”?

Where have I heard about it 
and why?

 Blockchain is the name given to 
the infrastructure foundation 
that is the basis for all of the 
1,450 cryptocurrencies (as of 
Wall Street Journal May 2018), 
including Bitcoin and Ethereum. 

 It is a technological innovation in 
the traditional trust concept for 
bookkeeping and accounting– the 
first major change in five 
centuries! It will totally disrupt 
all previous capital and recording 
systems.



To watch the Video

Produced by The Centre for International Governance Innovation

go to:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xGLc-zz9cA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3xGLc-zz9cA


THE 
BLOCKCHAIN’S 
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
The way it tracks and stores data

➢ The Information is stored in batches, called
“blocks”

➢ These blocks are linked together in a 
chronological fashion to form a continuous
line

➢ If you want to change Information in one of 
the existent blocks, you cannot; you must 
create a new one which shows the desired
change in the new one (the general ledger 
principle – the only way to track the data-
changes over time)

➢ This is then decentralized and distributed 
across a large network of computers (many
copies of each blockchain)

➢ This System Architecture reduces the ability
for data tampering and “hacking”accurately



THE BLOCKCHAIN
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

The General Ledger and Double Entry Bookkeeping 

❑ Luca Pacioli (1447 – 1517) was an Italian
mathematician and Franciscan Friar.

❑ He is referred to as “The Father of the
Accounting and Bookkeeping” because he was the
first person to publish a work on the Doublé Entry
System of book-keeping on the European
Continent.

❑ This, and any general ledger, contains all the 
accounts for recording transactions relating to a 
company's assets, liabilities, owners' equity, 
revenue, and expenses; the basis of Capitalism.

❑ The mathematical basis is the accounting 
equation:

Assets = Liabilities + (Shareholders’or Owners’ equity)



THE BLOCKCHAIN’S MAIN CHARACTERISTICS:
It promotes the creation of trust in the data while replacing 

“paper” with digital copies of the original document

• A cryptographic puzzle (algorithm) must be 

solved, thus creating the  block

• The computer that solves the puzzle shares 

the solution with all the other computers in 

“the”/a network (proof-of-work)

• The network verifies the proof-of-work

• If it is correct the block will be added to the 

“chain”

This process ensures that we can trust 

each and every block in the chain



THE BLOCKCHAIN’S MAIN 
CHARACTERISTICS –cont’d

No more Intermediaries?     

• It provides the opportunity for 
different ways to register, preserve 
and expose Information to all the 
parties involved in a transaction, 
without the traditional
intermediaries.

• There are different types of 
blockchains:

• Private

• Public

• Hybrid (Public/Private)

• Sharing Information or executing a 
contract between two or more parties
will not require intermediaries due to 
this new concept and facility for
“Trust”



Aren’t Notaries 

intermediaries?

 Notaries since …. the early periods of 

legal written history.

 Writing and being witnesses of all the 

important events assuring legality …

 Attesting to the signature of a 

document as an objective third party, 

as well as the fact that all parties who 

signed did so willingly, under their 

own power…

Will technology

replace this last role?Notarized document of the incorporation of The 

City of Córdoba de la Nueva Andalucía, circa 1573



Why is this 
question 

important for 
Notaries?

How might it 
impact them?

 A notary public is a third-party witness who 
attests to signatures on important documents 
for legal purposes, a “trust” role which 
Blockchain might supplant. However, not only 
the signature of a document but also the fact 
that all parties who signed did so willingly, 
under their own power, and are who they say 
they are is an irreplaceable role. 

 And this very important role- the Human Link-
in our personal and business decisions, and 
chain of custody, cannot be replaced by 
technology alone.

 The idea of “removing” intermediaries using
technology is not a new trend--

 Internet / Digital Interactions

 Artificial Intelligence

 Identification technology (fingerprints, iris and facial 
recognition)

 And now, Blockchain Technology, as a process by
which to possibly by-pass the function of a notary



CHAIN OF 
CUSTODY

A new 
challenge for 
the Legal 
Digital 
Documents

The Traditional Chain of Custody definition (CoC), in legal 
contexts, refers to the chronological documentation or “paper 
trail” that records the sequence of custody, control, transfer, 
analysis, and disposition of physical evidence.

The Digital Chain of Custody is a new challenge because it can 
be easily altered when in the form of important electronic
evidence. Digital evidence or electronic evidence is any 
probative information stored or transmitted in digital form that 
a party to a court case may use at trial. ... 

As such, some courts have sometimes treated digital evidence
differently for purposes of authentication, hearsay, the best 
evidence rule, and privilege.

• Tamper Proofing of Legal Digital Documents.

• Providing immutable Date and Time of the Creation
of a Legal Digital Document

• Human Control that can demonstrate who owns the
Legal Digital Document



CHAIN OF CUSTODY
Changes from the traditional, using Digital Legal Documents

NOTARY NOTARY

Challenges of the Legal Digital Document Technological  or Procedural Solution

Tamper Proofing the Document Hash

Date and Time of the Creation of the 

Document

Immutable Timestamp using Blockchain 

Document Ownership and Location Notary

Hash

calculation



What is a Hash; 
why is it important?

 It is key (letter and numbers plain digital 
file) as a result of a mathematical 
function calculated using the content of 
a digital document (word, PDF, MP3, 
MP4, text, etc.)

 This key is unique for each document, 
and in court of law can demonstrate that 
the digital document submitted was not 
tempered.

 Recalculating the hash using the original 
document and comparing that the result 
(key) has the same value of the original 
key. If it has the same value, the 
document is acceptable (not tempered).



What is 
DocumentsForever (D4E),

and how might it’s 
capabilities and 
proposals be crucial for 
Notaries? 

Because D4E understands that a 

Notary can and should be the

Gatekeeper of the Chain of Custody

to have a Judicially Realible Legal 

Digital Document



D4E Chain of Custody
The D4e process insures that a Legal Digital 

Document Chain of Custody complies with:

• Tamper Proofing of the document

• Immutably Time Stamping the Day, Date and 

Time of the Creation of the Document

• Document Ownership, Reliability and 

Accessibility

D4E Agent (NOTARY)

ORIGINATOR DOCUMENT

CERTIFIED 

DOCUMENT

D4E Agent (NOTARY)

AUTHORIZED

PERSON

CERTIFIED 

DOCUMENT

FOR LEGAL USE

ORIGINATOR

PLATFORM

Hash

calculation



D4E Chain of Custody CERTIFICATE
The Chain of Custody Certificate Includes:

• Date and Time

• Blockchain Info.

• Calculated Hash

• D4E Agent Info

• Originator Info

• Authorized Persons Info

• MAC Address and IP

DIGITIZED 

DOCUMENT

PLATFORM

Hash Calculation

CHAIN OF CUSTODY

CERTIFICATE

+



D4E differentiators include all aspects of 

transactions, helping Notaries to maintain their 

role in a Digital World:



YOU ARE INVITED!

 We welcome any notary or 

Signing Agent who understands 

and wants to take part in this 

change on how documents are 

digitalized, stored, and 

accessible with legal validity.

 Visit us at our booth for more information
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